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Chapter 2131: Hidden Away 

A few days flew by quickly, with all the experts who managed to enter the Ruins of the Stars exploring 

various areas during this time. As previously mentioned, Rean had spotted bright spots of light within 

the Ruins, so it was natural for these experts to search for them. 

 

However, they found nothing of value at these locations. The ground shimmered brightly like a star, 

forcing them to shield their eyes unless they used their own powers to look directly at those lights. 

There were also numerous peculiar constructions of various shapes, but unfortunately, they yielded no 

resources to gather. First of all, it wasn't even possible to enter them. 

 

Not only were there no resources, but the Ruins also had defense mechanisms spread throughout. Many 

of these mechanisms were the very constructions they encountered. These constructs would come to 

life and attack the experts, who struggled to deal with them since they couldn't utilize Space or Time 

Powers. 

 

As for treasures, the experts didn't even find a trace of them in their wildest dreams. A Small Continent 

in the Realm of Gods may be vast, but experts at the Space-Time Realm could cover the distance of such 

a continent within a day or two at most. As time passed, impatience grew among these experts, 

especially since they couldn't find a single way to exit the Ruins of the Stars. 

 

Similar to Kentucky, they all surveyed the "skies" only to discover the same grim reality. The barrier 

composed of Dark and Light Elements protected the Ruins, rendering it impossible for them to escape, 

effectively trapping them inside. 

 

Rean and Roan had witnessed some of these experts attempting to battle the defense mechanisms. In 

Rean's eyes, these mechanisms resembled laser cannons and blasters—items he had only seen in 

science fiction films back on Earth. However, these weapons functioned in a peculiar manner, 

materializing from walls and the ground before unleashing attacks infused with a combination of Light 

and Dark Elements power, much like Rean and Roan themselves. 

 

Fortunately, Rean and Roan's Divine Sense and Light Bending Skill seemed to work on these mechanisms 

as well. Once the experts retreated from the area, the weapons ceased their assault, as if they had never 

laid eyes on the twins, to begin with. 



 

The days continued to pass just like that... 

 

Meanwhile, in another location near what Rean would consider the back of the Delta-shaped Spaceship, 

two cultivators from the Space-Time Realm landed near a minuscule hole. Placing their hands over it, 

they felt a faint breeze emanating from the hole. Several other holes with the same effect surrounded it. 

 

"This is the place," one of the cultivators, Luluch, declared. He was none other than one of the Vruve 

Organization Experts who had entered the Ruins of the Stars. 

 

The other cultivator looked at him with an excited expression. "Finally! We've been searching for this 

damn thing for over two weeks. I was starting to doubt its existence." This other cultivator was obviously 

Itihis, the second member of the Vruve Organization who also survived the twins' trick. 

 

Luluch shook his head, unsurprised by their prolonged search. "It couldn't be helped. Not only did we 

lack the exact location of the Air Ventilation, but our Divine Senses could only perceive a distance of 

three meters. This place is as vast as a small continent. How could we expect to find it quickly? In fact, I 

wouldn't be surprised if it takes us months, or even years, to locate it. We're already lucky to have found 

it so soon, considering we only knew a general location to search for." 

 

Itihis agreed, realizing his impatience was unwarranted. "Indeed, I was being hasty. But this restriction 

on Divine Sense, Space, and Time Powers is discomforting." 

 

Luluch shared the same sentiment. "I feel the same." 

 

However, Itihis narrowed his eyes. "This is undoubtedly one of the Air Ventilation Entrances of the ship, 

but even rats would struggle to pass through these holes, let alone us." 

 

Many Space-Time Realm experts within the Ruins of the Stars attempted to break through the 

spaceship's hull out of frustration. The damage they inflicted was negligible, though. However, that 

wasn't the issue. If damage occurred, they could continue attacking until a breach was created. 

 

However, the moment the assault ceased, the metallic hull would come to life and repair itself faster 

than anyone could inflict harm. The same applied to the weapons they destroyed, though it took them 



significantly longer to reform due to their complexity. Observing from afar, Rean thought the hull was 

constructed of nanobots or a similar substance from the films as well—he couldn't think of any other 

explanation. 

 

Luluch smiled at Itihis, unconcerned by the situation. "Don't worry. There's a way to bypass it. These Air 

Ventilation Entrances are among the weakest points of the ship. As for the small holes, your Divine 

Sense can still reach three meters, right? Take a closer look at them." 

 

Itihis complied and quickly understood. "I see... the holes are only on the surface. Beneath them, there's 

a passage large enough for us to traverse." 

 

Luluch nodded. "Precisely. The damage we can inflict upon the hull may be minimal, but it should be 

enough for us to pass through before it repairs itself. However, we must hurry. Sooner or later, other 

Space-Time Realm experts on this ship will notice these Air Ventilations. There are more of them; it's 

just that they didn't know what to look for." 

 

Itihis nodded and distanced himself from the small holes. Luluch did the same, standing beside Itihis. 

Together, they channeled their powers from their Dantians and unleashed a full-scale attack on the 

small holes without holding back. 

 

*Boom!* 

 

As expected, the damage they caused was minimal. However, due to the weak nature of the spot, they 

managed to create a sizable opening for them to pass through. "Let's go. It'll close within seconds, and 

I'd rather not waste any unnecessary energy." 

 

Itihis and Luluch swiftly moved through the opening they had created. A few moments later, the 

opening seamlessly repaired itself as if nothing had occurred. 

 

Unbeknownst to them, a trio stood in the distance aboard a white and black bird, observing their 

actions. "Oh-ho... following those two was a wise decision when they passed us by." It was none other 

than Rean, Roan, Kentucky, and Luan! 
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Chapter 2132: The Events Beforehand 

Going back a few days, Rean and Roan's group had also discovered several structures of the Spaceship 

on the outer side. However, finding an entrance proved impossible. Everything was securely locked, and 

attacking the hull was futile due to its auto-recovery system. 

 

They had Luan use his eyes to search for different points of stagnation in the space around the ship. To 

their surprise, no matter how far they traveled, the stagnation remained the same. Luan's idea of using 

the different forces of stagnation to find a path didn't work at all. The only positive aspect was realizing 

that the ship could spread this effect uniformly throughout. This suggested that the source was likely at 

the very center of the ship. But then again, how could they gain access to the insides? 

 

However, the twins had one advantage that others lacked. They had Luan, whose eyes could perceive 

the elements, including space. He wasn't using his vision of space this time, though. Normally, Divine 

Sense and Natural Spatial Perception had a greater range than Luan's eyes. Yet, in this environment, 

Luan's eyes proved to be the most effective in reaching far distances. He could still see up to 

approximately 50 kilometers. Of course, it was not the real world but the realm of elements. His eyes 

improved even more after he reached the Void Tempering Realm. 

 

Thanks to this ability, Luan could observe the oscillations caused by other experts from even greater 

distances. When experts unleashed powerful attacks, the resulting oscillations spread far and wide. It's 

just that without long-range Divine Sense to analyze these oscillations, other experts couldn't determine 

their origin. Luan, on the other hand, relied on his Sacred Eyes to do exactly that. 

 

In this manner, the twins encountered Devils, Cultivators, Angels, and others. Like everyone else, they 

were lost and simply investigating. Moreover, with the severe restriction on Spatial Power, Kentucky had 

become one of the fastest beings in this realm while flying. It came well in hand for the twins' group 

exploration. Two Minokawas had also joined all the experts in the Ruins' exploration, as Spiegel had 

informed the twins that the Minokawas were among the few capable of achieving harmonization. 

However, lacking Kentucky's Regal Bloodline, they were not as fast. 

 

During their exploration, Roan was mostly idle. Rean had Light Bending, Kentucky flew, and Luan 

observed with his eyes. Not that Roan cared much about such matters anyway. Sometimes he would 

even switch positions with Rean to utilize the Light Bending Skill, which sufficed. 

 

In any case, they utilized their combined abilities to investigate group by group. Kentucky had the best 

normal vision among them. When they approached closely, Kentucky would discreetly observe the 

various experts, ensuring he remained beyond the reach of their Natural Spatial Perceptions. According 



to their theory, as conveyed by Spiegel, maintaining a distance of two kilometers or more provided the 

utmost safety. However, Kentucky's eyes could see perfectly even from further away, so he always 

stayed at least three kilometers away, sometimes more. They were truly invisible to everyone. 

 

During one of these investigations, the twins' group unexpectedly encountered members of the Vruve 

Organization. While aware of what they were searching for, it did not exempt them from the frequent 

encounters with the Spaceship's weapons. In one such encounter, Luan detected their powers and 

asked Kentucky to fly in their direction. Naturally, Kentucky's description of their appearance caught the 

twins' attention. They recognized them as two of the experts who had entered the Ring Barrier with 

them, only to almost fall victim to the twins' trick. 

 

The twins did not know how many had survived their ploy, but they knew the cultivation level of these 

two experts thanks to their previous Divine Sense Bending skill. This knowledge came in handy since 

they couldn't employ such techniques here. 

 

Of course, the twins were unaware of the Vruve Expert's specific objective in this place. Even with the 

presence of these two experts from the Vruve Organization, they might simply be searching for 

treasures like everyone else. Roan instructed Kentucky to monitor their movements for a few hours. If 

nothing noteworthy occurred, they would depart and seek other targets or simply search other areas on 

their own. 

 

However, as time passed, Roan noticed that the Vruve Organization experts seemed reluctant to leave 

the surrounding region. Unlike the other experts they had encountered, who spent at most an hour in a 

specific range before moving on, the Vruves remained in the same place for several hours. 

 

This raised suspicion among the group. Roan's demeanor grew more serious as he instructed Kentucky 

and Luan to never lose sight of the Vruves, as it was the only lead they had in this place so far. 

 

Days went by with the same pattern, bolstering the twins' confidence that the Vruves possessed 

valuable information. Otherwise, it didn't make sense for them to still be here. Finally, Luluch and Itihis 

landed near the small holes mentioned earlier. Witnessing them breach the surface and enter confirmed 

the suspicions of the twins' group. The question now was what they should do with this information. 

 

They waited for another hour before approaching the small holes through which the Vruve experts had 

entered. Using their Divine Sense, which could also encompass three members, they discerned the 

presence of a passage beneath this location. "Alright, based on the ground damage caused by their 



previous attack, I can deduce that this area is relatively weaker compared to the other regions we've 

explored. It's highly likely that we can create a sufficiently large opening if we exert all our power." 

 

Roan nodded. "That's true. However, it also means we might be following the same path as those two 

guys from the Vruve Organization. In my opinion, the Space-Time Realm cultivators of the Vruve 

Organization are even more dangerous than their counterparts from the three Higher Realms. They are 

Space-Time Realm cultivators who undoubtedly surpass others at the same stage of cultivation. This 

could prove highly dangerous." 
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Chapter 2133: Getting Inside 

Even with their recently fused energies, the twins' group could, at most, fight against a Peak Stage 

Elemental Space Realm enemy. A Space-Time enemy was still a little too far from their league, let alone 

two of them. The only exception would be if the twins burnt their Nascent Souls again. However, that 

would be too risky. 

 

First, Luluch was a Middle Stage Space-Time Realm cultivator, not an Initial Stage one. The twins weren't 

sure if burning their Nascent Souls would be enough to fight someone at that level. No, only fighting 

wouldn't be good enough. They had to be able to defeat them, which sounded even more ridiculous. 

 

Secondly, even if they miraculously defeated both Vruve Organization members, that didn't mean they 

could kill them. Chances were those two would escape when they realized they couldn't beat the twins. 

Killing them would be several times harder than just defeating them. It had always been the case in 

normal circumstances when experts of similar levels fought. 

 

That brought them to the third problem, which would be quite serious regardless of whether they could 

kill the Vruve guys or not. Once the twins finished burning their Nascent Souls, they would fall straight to 

the Core and Soul Fusion Realm Initial Stage. Once they dropped to that level, calling them ants in 

comparison to the experts in the ruins would already be overestimating their powers. 

 

Simply put, burning their Nascent Souls could only be the last and most desperate option, which they 

had only used once in their lives so far. 

 



"But if you think about it, this Spaceship is gigantic. The insides are obviously much bigger than the area 

available outside. It is highly unlikely that we will meet them inside," said Rean after thinking for a 

moment. 

 

However, Roan had a different opinion. "That's not the problem. The problem is whether they are going 

after the same thing as us," he concluded. 

 

Everyone's expression turned serious. If the Vruves were after the Universe Foundation Fragment, there 

would be very little that the twins could do to take it from them. "Then what? Should we just sit here 

and wait for them to come back?" 

 

"Hmph!" Roan snorted in response. "Come back? I think you guys already understand that there is no 

way out of this Spaceship if we stay outside because of that Dark and Light Elements barrier. Those two 

Vruve guys will definitely find some other way inside to leave this Spaceship. They will not come back 

here since they also can't go anywhere once they do. Everyone exploring the Spaceship knows that too." 

 

Only then did Rean understand. "I see... You want to let others know about this entrance and have more 

competition inside." 

 

Roan smiled coldly. "Now you get it." 

 

Kentucky found it strange, though. "But if we take too long to find experts to come here, won't the 

Vruve guys acquire the Fragment? If they are looking for it, of course." 

 

"I wouldn't be that concerned," Luan spoke up. "We all saw how they took several days to find this 

specific place. I think it is safe to say that they don't know this place that well, either. I mean, this 

Spaceship has been here for even longer than the events of the Extinction Sphere." 

 

"Exactly," Roan was satisfied with Luan's words. "The complexity of the ship inside is bound to be 

enormous due to its size. There is no need to worry. Besides, even if the Vruves knew exactly where to 

go once inside, we would still need other experts to fight them. We can't take them on." 

 

Rean shrugged. "Since it is decided, then let's do it." Immediately, over a thousand Jade Slips appeared 

on Kentucky's back, all clean and without any information inside. Using his Divine Sense, Rean then 



engraved a map of the location. He had been drawing a map in the past two weeks, and it could be 

considered quite good. Now, he was going to simply copy it to all the Jade Slips, obviously marking out 

the information of the hole and how to get inside. 

 

With his Divine Sense, it only took him a few minutes to make those jade Slips identical. Seeing that, 

Luan couldn't help but ask, "Are we going to fly around to distribute these jade Slips?" 

 

"Hahaha!" Rean couldn't help but laugh. "As if we would do such a thing. First of all, that would expose 

our location to some of the more sensitive participants of this exploration." 

 

Right after, about two hundred bird puppets appeared all around Rean. "Did you forget our visit to the 

Puppets guild? These little guys were very cheap, and I knew I would probably have some use for them 

in the future, so I bought a lot!" 

 

This wasn't the first time Rean had used these puppets. It's just that it had been so long ago that the 

others had forgotten about them. These puppets couldn't fly faster than an Elemental Transformation 

Realm Cultivator. However, their numbers alone were enough to spread them far and wide, covering a 

much greater area than the twins' group could with their cultivation. (I wonder if people still remember 

the last time Rean used the puppets. xD) 

 

Rean then gave each puppet five to six jade slips and input an order to drop one every time the puppet's 

energy had been consumed by 15 to 18%. These puppets were very small, so the Divine Energy inside 

could keep them moving for many days in a row. It wouldn't be long before many experts found the 

Jade Slips or the bird puppets themselves. "Alright, everyone! Go!" 

 

*Flap, flap, flap...* 

 

All the Puppets then flew in different directions, disappearing into the distance a while later. "This 

should be enough to attract quite some attention," Rean concluded. 

 

Roan was satisfied with Rean's method. "Good. You can be useful sometimes, after all." 

 

"I've been a lot more useful during the last weeks than you were, though." Rean didn't mind striking 

back. 



 

"Hmph!" Roan wanted to answer, but it was true that he didn't have much to do in the past few days 

compared to Rean, Kentucky, or Luan. "Anyway, I have no intention of waiting here for other experts. 

Let's get inside first and see what we can do there." 

 

Rean happily smiled and nodded. 

 

*Boom!* 

 

Once again, a hole just big enough for a person to enter appeared, which Rean and Roan used to enter. 

Kentucky was sent into the Dimensional Realm since he was too big. Finally, the hole repaired itself as 

the twins' group disappeared from sight. 
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Chapter 2134: Information Spread 

Somewhere near the back of the Ruins of the Star, a Black and White Bird was flying while carrying a 

woman on its back. Just like the other participants of this exploration, they had also been roaming 

around, trying to find a way into the Spaceship. Not that they knew it was a Spaceship, though. 

 

The woman couldn't help but look disappointed as she gazed at the Minokawa beneath her. "Sigh... 

Werin, your senses for rare materials have activated so many times, but we simply couldn't break the 

ground where you felt them at all." She was Pulanli, a member of the Ream of Gods' exploration group. 

Also, a Late-Stage Space-Time Realm cultivator. 

 

Werin, the Minokawa, simply shook his head. "What do you expect me to do? Even you couldn't 

outmatch this ground's recovery ability, let alone a Late Stage Elemental Space Minokawa like me. You 

are an entire Realm above, you know?" Werin wasn't at the Space-Time Realm. However, he was one of 

the few Minokawas that could achieve a high enough harmonization of Dark and Light Elements to use 

in the Ring Entrance. Just like the twins, he was able to bring one extra companion with him through the 

Ring, which was Pulanli on his back. These two, in fact, had known each other for a long time. 

 

Pulanli reclined on Werin, who was still flying while gazing at the Dark and Light Elements Barrier high in 

the skies. "I'm starting to think it was a bad idea to enter this place. Everywhere we go is flat metallic 

land or strange weapons that shoot rays at us, and those things are extremely dangerous. I could barely 



withstand one of those attacks when I tried to test it. We would be dead if I didn't use my Time Power to 

escape fast enough. It also completely depleted my Divine Origin Energy for the next hour." 

 

"As long as we avoid those peculiar structures, those weapons won't target us," said Werin. 

"Nevertheless, we need to think of something. If we take too long, the Divinity Realm experts outside 

will lose their patience and force their way in. That would be very detrimental for us, as you are well 

aware." 

 

Pulanli didn't believe that. "Don't worry. They won't get inside anytime soon. They will definitely wait 

several months, probably more than a year or two, before attempting something like that. After all, the 

Space in these Ruins of the Stars can't withstand the presence of experts at that level. If they force their 

way in, this entire structure will collapse. There will be nothing to gain in the end." That's the same thing 

Spiegel told the twins back in the Heaven Realm. 

 

"Still, it's quite peculiar, don't you think?" Werin asked, pondering over this issue. 

 

Pulanli nodded, understanding what he meant. "Indeed. These Ruins are obviously not a Dimensional 

Realm. They exist in the same plane as the outside. How come the Space here can't accommodate the 

existence of Divinity Realm Experts?" In the end, she simply shook her head again. "Forget it. There is no 

point in thinking about it if we have no clues to follow." 

 

"Hum?" Suddenly, Werin's eyes caught sight of something different in the distance. "We have 

company." 

 

Pulanli's eyes immediately turned serious as she stood on Werin's back, ready to fight. However, as they 

approached the figure in the distance, they quickly realized it wasn't one of the experts in this 

exploration. "Is that a Puppet?" 

 

Werin stepped back as Pulanli cautiously approached the puppet. She then used her Divine Energy to 

catch the Bird Puppet, ready to retreat if anything happened. To her surprise, the Bird Puppet was 

extremely weak and was easily pulled to her side. Once it entered her Divine Sense Range of three 

meters, she confirmed that it was truly just a puppet with no dangerous features. She quickly looked 

around, trying to spot if it was some kind of trap, but couldn't find anyone. 

 



Werin approached her and noticed something on the Bird Puppet's legs. "Look, it is holding two jade 

Slips in its talons." 

 

This was clearly one of Rean's Bird Puppets. The fact that it still had two Jade Slips showed that it would 

fly for another day or two with the remaining energy inside until it dropped the Jade Slips. Nonetheless, 

it had already flown for a few days, only avoiding the weapon buildings that Rean marked in its 

controlling core. 

 

Werin and Pulanli looked at each other and took the Jade Slips before examining their contents. 

Immediately, the map of the ruins... well, the parts that Rean had explored at least... appeared in their 

minds. Naturally, it also contained information about the entrance the twins found, as well as an 

explanation, stating that this was only one Jade Slip of thousands spread by the Puppet's Owner. 

 

It goes without saying that Pulanli and Werin suspected it to be a trap. Even if it wasn't a trap set by the 

Puppet's Owner, if the information about thousands of Jade Slips was true, someone else might have set 

up an ambush at the Entrance after Rean spread the birds. The only problem was that Werin and Pulanli 

couldn't ignore this information. 

 

"We are going there," Pulanli immediately jumped on Werin's back while stating that. 

 

Werin began to fly in the direction indicated on the map. "We need to be careful, though. This is the 

only clue we have found so far, but that's probably the same for everyone who found these Jade Slips." 

 

Pulanli agreed with him and prepared to fight. "Leave everything to me." 

 

Several more participants eventually stumbled upon Rean's Bird Puppets or the dropped Jade Slips on 

the ground. Some of them had their own methods of communicating with their allies, which further 

spread the information. In the end, at least half of the Space-Time Experts of the Ruins headed to the Air 

Ventilation Entrance that Rean mentioned, all arriving at different moments in time in the following 

days. 
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Chapter 2135: Lack of Patience 



Going back a few days, the twins had just entered the hole in the hull and began navigating their way 

through the Air Ventilation of the Airship, one among countless others. Rean, Roan, and Luan crawled 

through the ducts, which branched off several times. 

 

"Can you determine which direction the Vruve Organization members went, Luan?" Roan asked, unsure 

of which passage to follow. 

 

As it turned out, the Air Ventilation Ducts were completely clean, devoid of any dust. Dust that Roan 

could have used to know which direction the Vruve Experts went. Noticing this, Rean took some dirt 

from the Dimensional Realm and let it fall to the ground to test it. Sure enough, the dirt was absorbed, 

albeit very slowly. Still, this rate of absorption was more than sufficient to ensure the ducts remained 

spotless. This also meant that the experts from the Vruve Organization, who had entered an hour 

earlier, hadn't left any traces behind. 

 

Luan shook his head in response. "They are long gone. Any disturbances they might have caused have 

dissipated by now. I believe our best course of action is to leave these ducts and navigate on our own for 

now." 

 

Roan wasn't surprised and quickly surveyed their surroundings. "Your eyes can perceive the elements. 

Can you see through these ducts and determine the direction within the ship?" 

 

Luan narrowed his eyes. "I can see up to a hundred meters around us with my eyes because there are 

obstructions on the way. As you know, if there are barriers obstructing my line of sight, such as this ship, 

my vision is significantly limited. This ship seems to make it even harder." 

 

Roan remained undeterred. "A hundred meters is still better than what we can do at the moment." 

 

Taking the lead, Luan used his elemental sight to navigate, avoiding dead ends within his visual range. 

While there were occasional exits, they were sealed, allowing only enough space for the passage of air. 

These were Air Ventilation Ducts, after all. Unfortunately, their Divine Senses couldn't extend beyond 

three meters, and the crevices were designed to hinder naked-eye observation, so it was useless to try 

to see anything. 

 



The confined space constrained the twins from using any attacks, fearing it might trigger a defense 

system within the ship. Consequently, their progress was slow and monotonous. Nonetheless, they 

remained calm as Luan continued guiding them. 

 

Finally, Luan's eyes spotted what appeared to be an exit around two days later from the ducts, and he 

promptly led the group toward it. "Here we are!" 

 

Roan motioned for Luan to move to the back while he and Rean took the front. Naturally, Luan kept his 

elemental eyes open in case any visible threats emerged. 

 

*Tud, tud, tud...* 

 

The trio landed on the ground inside what seemed to be a sizable storeroom. Like the ducts they 

traversed, the room was pristine. Illumination allowed them to see their surroundings clearly, too. "A 

storeroom, huh?" Rean remarked. 

 

Approaching one of the peculiar boxes in that room, Rean checked its contents. "Repair materials, it 

seems." Peering inside, he saw various minerals and other materials neatly organized. Holographic 

descriptions appeared on the surfaces, detailing their purpose... or so Rean assumed. "I understand 

what is written, but I have no idea what it was supposed to be used for." 

 

Roan also examined the boxes and shook his head. "Neither can I. It would be weird if we did anyway, 

considering how old this place is. I'm surprised we can read them at all. Can you at least identify the type 

of materials?" 

 

Rean nodded. "Not much, to be honest. There are a few whose names elude me, but overall, nothing 

here is of high quality. At most, they could be used for crafting Silver Level Equipment." 

 

*Zup, zup, zup...* 

 

Without hesitation, Rean transferred all the boxes into the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. "Although 

their quality isn't exceptional, they are certainly well-preserved. Not to mention there are tons of these 

things. We can utilize them in the future. If I'm not mistaken, these materials are meant for repairing the 

ship itself rather than repairing weapons like ours." 



 

Roan turned his attention to the exit, which revealed a closed door. "I don't see a knob on this thing." 

 

Luan couldn't help but comment, "Is this one of those automatic doors from the films that Sister Orb 

mentioned to us in the past?" Sister Orb had shared extensive information about Rean's birth planet 

with those interested, and Rean found it intriguing since it aligned with his Circuitry System. 

 

Rean retrieved one of his Sect's Badges, one of the same ones used for communication, and attempted 

to establish a connection. "Sigh... no luck." Rean had considered giving these badges to Spiegel and 

Waremis, but they proved ineffective outside the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. "There must be some 

sort of signal jamming technology on this Spaceship that completely blocks my 'smartphones.'" 

 

Roan disregarded that and approached the door. However... 

 

*Dummmmm...* 

 

A short alarm sounded, followed by a robotic voice. 

 

-Identification could not be confirmed. Please keep your Identification Card with you at all times and 

ensure it has the necessary authority level to access the required paths.- 

 

An automated message reverberated through the room as the door remained shut. Clearly, Rean, Roan, 

and Luan lacked anything resembling an Identification Card, at least the one required for this Spaceship. 

"What do we do? There doesn't seem to be any other way out of this room." 

 

Roan could only think of one option. "What choice do we have? If we don't return to the ducts, our only 

recourse is to force open this door. It shouldn't be as thick as the Spaceship's hull, so we should be able 

to create a sufficiently large opening." 

 

*Tremble!* 

 

Suddenly, the room shook slightly, surprising them. "What happened?" 



 

*Bannn, bannn, bannn...* 

 

The lights immediately switched to red, accompanied by the robotic voice once again. 

 

-Sector 519-890H is under attack. Deploying defensive measures. All personnel must avoid sector 519-

890H until second order. Anyone without an Identification Card will be eliminated.- 

 

The twins' group couldn't help but speculate on the cause. "It seems our guests were not as patient as 

we were." 
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Chapter 2136: Easy and Risky 

Rean and the others looked around, just to make sure none of those weapons that had materialized 

from walls and grounds appeared in the room. After all, those weapons were strong enough to kill even 

Space-Time Realm experts, let alone them. Yet, seeing that everything was still quiet, they sighed in 

relief. "Phew... it seems like this Spaceship's System is not going to attack us, at least not now." 

 

"Or perhaps those weapons simply can't be formed in this room," Roan added. 

 

Luan turned his attention back to the door. "So, Father, Uncle Rean, what do we do? If we try to force 

our way through this door, chances are we will also be categorized as enemies by this Spaceship. I truly 

don't wish to be seen as an enemy against such a powerful system." 

 

*Tlick!* 

 

It was then that the Red Lights suddenly disappeared, returning to the normal illumination from before. 

 

-Threat in Sector 519-890H has been eliminated. The damage auto-recovery system is going to be 

activated in ten seconds. If you are near the affected area, make sure not to be in the space where the 

repair will be made. Thank you for your cooperation.- 

 



The twins' group couldn't help but feel a chill down their spines. They were sure whoever caused the 

system to fight back was most likely in the Space-Time Realm. Yet, just a few seconds passed, and the 

system said the threat had been eliminated. That was something equivalent to a Divinity Realm expert in 

power! "Just make sure you don't provoke this Spaceship's system, alright?" Rean couldn't help but ask. 

 

"Perhaps they were not really eliminated but escaped outside again. Or maybe the ones who attacked 

were just subordinates at a lower level," Roan wasn't 100% sure, though. "Don't forget that the Space-

Time Realm participants might have used beings like Rean and me to get inside the Ruins." 

 

"Forget it," Rean shook his head. "We will find out sooner or later if that was the case. Right now, we 

need to find a way to get past this door. Otherwise, we can only go back into the Air Ventilation Ducts 

and look for another place to come out." 

 

Saying that, Rean couldn't help but wonder. "Now that I think about it, how come this Spaceship doesn't 

have a system to prevent sneaking through the Air Ventilation Ducts? It is obviously extremely 

advanced, so there was supposed to be something to prevent invaders from using this method." 

 

"Most likely, it does have something like that," Roan pondered the issue. "It's just that this place has 

been in existence for so long that whatever it was is not working anymore. Or maybe it was purposely 

deactivated in the past for some reason. Who knows why? The important part is that we are fine." 

 

Rean nodded and approached the door once again. 

 

-Identification could not be confirmed. Please keep your Identification Card with you at all times and 

ensure it has the necessary authority level to access the required paths.- 

 

Rean smiled and decided to simply ask. "System, we have forgotten our Identification Cards in our 

quarters. Help us issue a temporary Identification Card and guide us through the process of making new 

ones." Rean thought that since this system was this advanced, it definitely had countermeasures for 

cases like theirs. 

 

Sure enough... 

 



-Request accepted. Please state your name, position, and your Identification Number. A temporary 

access card will be issued to you. After that, please head to your sector's Managing Office to replace 

your cards if necessary.- 

 

Rean's smile turned bitter straight away. Position? Identification Number? He didn't have any of those 

things. "Errr... Ahem... It turns out that we are new here. We can't remember our Identification Number. 

As for our positions, we haven't been assigned any yet. We are on probation. In any case, I'm Rean Lark, 

those two behind me are Roan Lark and Luan Lark." 

 

Roan and Luan looked at each other. 'There is no way this will work,' they thought. 

 

*Plin!* 

 

Suddenly, the panel on the side of the door came to life. Right after, three cards were expelled from 

their sockets, each bearing a picture of Rean, Roan, and Luan. 

 

Luan and Roan's mouths twitched a little. 'Isn't this security system a little too easy to fool?' 

 

Rean was ecstatic and gave a thumbs-up to Roan and Luan. "See, this is a very helpful system." He then 

threw the cards to Roan and Luan while keeping his own. 

 

Roan and Luan could only accept them before the three of them approached the door once again. 

 

-Temporary cards will only be accepted during the next two hours. Please head to the Sector's Managing 

Office to replace them with new ones or retrieve your own cards from your previously mentioned 

quarters. Failure to comply with this directive will mark users Rean, Roan, and Luan Larks as 

unauthorized personnel, and they shall be detained by the defense system.- 

 

Rean nodded. "Thank you, system. Could you please point us in the direction of the Managing Office? As 

previously mentioned, we are new here. We would like to be guided to the nearest Managing Office to 

regularize our situation as fast as possible." 

 

*Zum, zum, zum, zum zum...* 



 

Immediately, several holographic arrows appeared on the side walls, pointing in the right direction. 

 

Seeing that, Rean, Roan, and Luan looked at each other and nodded. 'It seems like as long as we follow 

the rules, we won't be in much danger.' 

 

'However, should we really go?' Luan wondered. 'I mean, once we reach the Managing Office, it will 

become clear that we aren't members of this Spaceship, right? First of all, is there anyone alive in this 

thing? I can't see any life forms with my Sacred Eyes. It feels like no one has been here in a very, very 

long time.' 

 

Rean shared the same concern. 'Indeed. At least the Air Ventilation Ducts don't seem to have any 

verification system. Perhaps it would be better to go back into them and look for another safer location 

to come out.' 

 

Yet, Roan immediately shook his head. 'Safer location? First of all, would there be a safer location than 

this one? Even if there was, can we find it? We got stuck in that place for two days. Chances are that we 

won't be able to travel through them for long without encountering any risks. We might as well go from 

here. Don't forget that we can still access the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm.' 

 

In the end, Rean and Luan agreed with Roan. 'To the Managing Office, we go then.' 
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Chapter 2137: Clearance Manager 

Following the path indicated by the arrows, the twins' group proceeded through several glass-enclosed 

facilities. They observed robots, not puppets, actual robots, working on what appeared to be the water 

system of the Spaceship. This was just one of them, though. Considering the size of the Spaceship, there 

were definitely others like this in several different places on the ship. 

 

Vast rooms with tubes the size of houses were visible in every direction. Many of these tubes had 

transparent sections, allowing a glimpse of the pristine water flowing within. However, no signs of living 

beings could be found; everything was managed solely by the robots. 

 



They also encountered a different type of robot, distinct from the ones working in the facilities. These 

robots, judging by their appearance, served as guards and formed part of the ship's defense system. 

After a brief inspection of their temporary identification cards, the patrol robots disregarded the twins 

as they passed by. Rean couldn't help but comment, "I can't gauge the strength of these robots." 

 

Roan agreed, "The same goes for me. Without any cultivation, it's difficult to assess their capabilities." 

 

Luan quickly warned Rean and Roan, "Father, Uncle Rean, let's not cause any trouble. With my Sacred 

Eyes, I can see their energy sources. Each of these robots possesses an unbelievably high amount of 

energy. Even if they don't attack us and simply explode, the resulting energy release could endanger our 

lives significantly, especially considering the restrictions in Spatial Powers in this place." 

 

Surprised, Rean and Roan inquired further, "That severe? Wait, what kind of energy?" They had yet to 

detect even a trace of Divine Energy in the surroundings. "Can you identify the type of energy they 

employ?" 

 

Luan nodded, confirming his findings. "There's no doubt about it. They are powered by Divine Origin 

Energy, and it's remarkably pure. If I compare their Divine Origin Energy levels with the amount in Father 

and Uncle Rean's Dantians, I estimate they possess approximately 50% of your reserves... each!" 

 

Before the twins could respond, Celis's voice echoed in their minds from within the Soul Gem 

Dimensional Realm. 'What did you say?! Enormous sources of Divine Origin Energy? And pure, too?! 

Rean, Roan, you must extract their cores. It would greatly benefit our cultivation!' 

 

Rean and Roan were at a loss for words. 'Are you out of your mind? Did you not hear what Luan said? 

These robots possess 50% of our Divine Origin Energy! Not to mention the unknown weapons and 

counterattacks they could deploy if provoked. Furthermore, while we might be able to handle a few of 

them, there are likely hundreds, if not thousands, in this sector of the Spaceship alone.' 

 

Recognizing the impracticality of his request, Celis conceded, 'Just remain vigilant. Should an 

opportunity arise, consider capturing one of them.' 

 

'Alright, but for now, let's avoid unnecessary provocation,' Roan replied. They would only take action if a 

genuine opportunity presented itself, which was not currently the case. 

 



After approximately thirty minutes of walking, the twins' group reached the designated Managing 

Office. The door swiftly scanned their cards and opened, revealing a relatively small room containing a 

few terminals. However, there were no attendants or signs of living personnel. 

 

Surveying the empty room, the group approached the terminals. Rean took the initiative and examined 

them first. "Let's see..." He noticed a card slot where he could insert his identification card. After doing 

so, the terminal activated, displaying a series of messages as a robotic voice echoed from the terminal. 

 

-Rean Larks- 

 

-ID Number: Unknown- 

 

-Authorization Level: 13F, Temporary- 

 

-The user is unaware of his own Identification Number. The provided name does not correspond to any 

personnel assigned to sector 507-258B. Please provide a blood sample for genetic comparison against 

the Database.- 

 

Rean glanced at Roan and Luan, both prepared to enter the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm at the 

slightest hint of danger. 'Give it a try. If it fails, we'll leave this area using the Circuitry Teleportation 

Formation. Although it has limited range, it's still functional.' 

 

Agreeing with the idea, Rean nodded and pricked his finger against a small needle that emerged above 

the terminal. The needle then retracted, carrying a sample of his blood. 

 

-Analyzing...- 

 

-Analyzing...- 

 

-Analyzing...- 

 

-Failure encountered. Unable to access Genetic Database.- 



 

Rean was taken aback by the message. He expected the terminal to indicate that he was not part of the 

crew, but it failed to cross-reference his genetic data with the information in the Database. 

Nevertheless, it made sense considering the age of the Spaceship mentioned by Spiegel. Many of its 

systems were likely not working anymore. 

 

"System, what should I do in this case? I have tasks that cannot wait for the Database to be repaired. As 

a probationary member, I must complete my assignments; otherwise, I risk disqualification by the 

higher-ups." 

 

-Please wait momentarily. A Managing Officer will arrive shortly.- 

 

*Beeeeeep* 

 

-Error. The system cannot locate any Managing Officers currently on duty. Attempting to contact the 

Sector's Management Head on duty. Error. Management Head on duty not found.- 

 

"Alright, what should I do then?" Rean inquired. 

 

-...- 

 

However, the system appeared to lack guidance for this particular situation. Rean waited for a minute, 

but the system remained silent. It was at this point that Rean had an idea. 

 

"System, what are the procedures in case a sector has no Manager in charge?" 

 

-Following guideline 419HJ, if a manager with higher clearance cannot be located, the next highest-

ranking employee must assume responsibility for the sector's clearance system until further notice.- 

 

Rean smiled in response. "Very well, transfer the authority to the next person in line." 

 

-Analyzing request... Request accepted.- 



 

-Searching...- 

 

-Officer Jun Rhis... not found.- 

 

-Officer Kranwers Lopibes... not found.- 

 

-Officer Di...- 

 

-No officers found. Searching for the worker with the highest clearance...- 

 

-Worker Rean Larks possesses the highest clearance among those present in sector 507-258B. 

Transferring Manager position... Transfer successful. Please consult the 'Manager's guidelines' available 

in your newly assigned worker file.- 

 

-Rean Larks- 

 

-New ID Number: 1325790003BJ- 

 

-Authorization Level: 4B- 

 

-Welcome back, Clearance Manager Rean, Sector 507-258B.- 
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Chapter 2138: Lingan 

You couldn't exactly say it was a hole in the system. Judging by the size of this sector alone, there were 

supposed to be tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of people working here. The twins' group had passed 

by many stations that were obviously designed to be used by someone, not the robots. It's just that 

everyone is gone for some reason. 

 



That said, there was no doubt that the number of higher-ups available for replacement was quite high in 

the past. It was simply impossible for the chain of command to be transferred all the way down to a 

worker. It was also a stroke of luck since the genetic database couldn't be accessed. 

 

*Click!* 

 

Right after saying that, the terminal released a new Identification Card to Rean. It had a different color 

and shape, showing Rean's new authority level. 

 

-Be aware that this Identification Card is only temporary. It will be revoked once a properly assigned 

Manager comes on duty.- 

 

Rean wasn't worried about that. Since there was no one, there would be no real Manager appearing 

anytime soon. Rean then looked at Roan and Luan behind him. "System, please assign an ID number to 

these two workers as my personal assistants. Can they have the same level of access as me?" 

 

-A Sector Clearance Manager can't issue similar authority levels. The maximum that can be done is to 

have them with an authority one level below the manager himself.- 

 

"Very well, please assign them two IDs with the highest clearance possible under my authority," Rean 

completed. 

 

-Request accepted. Please insert your actual cards into a terminal and give a drop of your blood.- 

 

Roan and Luan nodded and went to a terminal each. After being pricked by the needles and putting their 

cards inside the terminal, the ship's system released two new cards similar to Rean's. The only 

difference was that instead of authority level 4B, theirs were 4C. Well, none of them had any idea how 

much access they could get from it anyway. 

 

The twins weren't idiots, though. As soon as they obtained that level of clearance, they immediately 

began to question the Spaceship System. "System, please tell us the state of the Spaceship at the 

moment." 

 



-Analyzing...- 

 

-Error, the connection to many of the sectors has been lost. At the moment, only 73.2% of the Spaceship 

Sectors can be accessed for verification.- 

 

"Alright, tell us the state of those sectors in general." 

 

-Of the accessible sectors, 32.8% of them are working properly. 20.1% are damaged and require the 

assistance of the Spaceship Crew, as the robots are incapable of providing the type of fix necessary. The 

remaining sectors are beyond repair.- 

 

Rean got curious. "What do we need to do to fix the areas beyond repair?" 

 

-Analyzing...- 

 

-The most reliable option is to make a formal request to the captain to bring the Spaceship to a Multi-

Planes Repairing Dock.- 

 

"Multi... Planes?" Those words immediately reminded the twins about Hex and the fact that he came 

from another Universe. "So this Spaceship really came from another Universe, huh? Well, something 

that can be kept functional after so many years had to be built by some incredible beings." 

 

Roan immediately continued. "Why is this ship stuck here?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-Error, database compromised. Records can't be accessed. Please request the maintenance team to 

check the connections. The user may also teleport to the Database Center in Sector 5A and request the 

information directly.- 

 

Sure enough, this ship used teleportation to move around. "Alright, we can pay a visit to that later. Now, 

what about everyone who once worked here?" 



 

-Searching...- 

 

-All the personnel have been evacuated.- 

 

Roan nodded, already expecting something like that. "Why have the personnel been evacuated?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-Error, database compromised...- 

 

"Why did this ship come to this Universe?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-The Dimensional Yin Yang Spaceship is a resource-gathering facility.- 

 

They were expecting something like an attacking or conquering ship. Not a resource collector. But then 

again, considering the sheer size of this thing, there is no doubt it can carry a monumental amount of 

resources. "What kind of resources did you come here for?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-The Dimensional Yin Yang Spaceship was assigned to collect the Universe's Chaos Origin Source.- 

 

"What?!" The twins' group was shocked to hear that. As mentioned in the past by Sister Orb, the Chaos 

Origin Source is where all the Energy of the Universe is generated. It first becomes Divine Origin Energy, 

then as it goes further out in the Universe, the quality of the energy drops until it finally becomes 

Spiritual Energy that planets use.  

"Sister Orb, is it really possible to take the Chaos Origin Source away from a Universe?" The twins 

immediately asked Sister Orb in the Dimensional Realm. 



 

[Seems like it is,] she answered. [Unfortunately, I'm not sure as I have no memories from the time this 

ship arrived. Did you forget? My memories are all sealed. All I can say is that something must have 

happened and prevented the beings of this ship from taking our source away.] 

 

"That was obvious," Roan answered back. "Well, that at least explains why all the defending robots Luan 

checked with his eyes had Divine Origin Energy inside. This ship is bound to use a lot of Divine Origin 

Energy to move around. Perhaps only something like the Chaos Origin Source could provide it with 

enough energy to travel between Universes." 

 

[That's quite an exaggeration. Sure, this ship is as big as a small continent in the Realm of Gods. 

However, the Chaos Origin Source has enough energy output to obliterate something like this a 

thousand times over every second. The source provides energy to the entire Universe, you know?] 

 

Rean pondered a bit before asking. "System, why would this ship steal another Universe's Chaos Origin 

Source?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-The Lingan Universe's Chaos Origin Source reached its limit and was about to be extinguished. This ship 

was entrusted with getting a new one so that the Lingan Universe would not become a Universe without 

Energy for cultivation.- 

 

"Lingan Universe..." That's the first time they heard the name of a Universe. After all, they don't even 

know if their own Universe has a name. 
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Chapter 2139: Many Questions 

"Wait..." Rean found it strange. "Sister Orb, can the Chaos Origin Source really be extinguished?" 

 

[How would I know that?] Sister Orb had no idea. [Let's not even consider whether my memories were 

sealed or not. It is obvious that our Universe's Chaos Origin Source is working just fine. Since something 

like that has never happened here, it is impossible for even the old me to know that it could be 

extinguished.] 



 

"That's true... I guess." Rean had to admit she had a point. 

 

[Unless, of course, I learned it from some other source.] Sister Orb added. [I mean, this Spaceship 

arrived in this Universe way before the Extinction Sphere appeared. Yet, it can't have been here longer 

than my own consciousness since I was born during the chaos that gave form to our Universe. It is 

possible that I have something to do with what happened to this Spaceship and learned about their 

objective. It's just that I can't tell with my memories like this.] 

 

"So you admit that you might have known about it..." Rean couldn't help but sigh. "In any case, they 

failed in their attempt to take the Chaos Origin Energy away. It is fortunate since if we had lost the 

power to cultivate, Soul Gem wouldn't have been able to stop the Extinction Sphere in the future." 

 

"System, is this ship the property of the Lingan Universe?" Luan noticed that the ship's system talked as 

if it was related to Lingan but not so deeply. 

 

-Correct. The Dimensional Yin Yang Spaceship is the property of the Bului Universe and was 

commissioned to extract the Chaos Origin Source of the Lisan Universe.- 

 

"Lisan, huh?" They ended up learning the name of their Universe at the same time. "Well, that's how 

those outside call this place. It's not like we selected this name." 

 

Thinking about it, Roan remembered how all the top experts of this Universe had been trying to surpass 

the Divinity Realm but were stuck. He also remembered how Hex told them that his beacon stopped 

communicating with the outside after the Universe was divided in two. "Even though this Spaceship 

arrived in this Universe before the events of the Extinction Sphere, I wonder if it had something to do 

with it." 

 

Sister Orb answered straight away. [The Extinction Sphere is a natural event that happens every time a 

Universe gets too old. I believe I told you that already. However, I can't say if this event was pushed 

ahead or happened on its own. Whoever came in this Spaceship seems to be resourceful enough to try 

something like that. After all, stealing a Chaos Origin Source is definitely no easier than eliminating the 

Extinction Sphere. Perhaps it is even harder.] 

 



Roan shook his head, knowing that he was going too far into his thoughts. "Forget it for now. System, is 

it possible to exit this Universe with this Spaceship at the moment?" 

 

-Analyzing...- 

 

-Some of the Multi-Dimensional Thrusters lost connection with the database. The Multi-Dimensional 

Thrusters that still have a connection are mostly in need of repair or beyond repair. 

 

-Calculating the chances...- 

 

-The Dimensional Yin Yang Spaceship might be able to perform one last jump as long as a high enough 

source of Divine Origin Energy and Yin Yang Energy can be provided. Warning! Due to the condition of 

the connected thrusters, such an attempt is extremely risky. The Spaceship has an 81.5% chance of 

exploding during the process. Repair of the thrusters is highly recommended.- 

 

Roan nodded. "Seems like this Universe isn't blocked. It truly just lost its capability to communicate with 

the outside." 

 

Rean shrugged his shoulders. "It's not like we are trying to leave anyway. We would need a guide to 

start with." 

 

It was then that Rean thought about another question. "Right! System, tell us whether there is any living 

member of the crew in the Spaceship at the moment." 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-The system can't verify many disconnected areas.- 

 

"What about the connected areas? Is there anyone?" Rean refined his question. 

 

-Searching...- 

 



-No new log entries have been made in the past... Error, impossible to calculate the time. Database 

compromised. Searching for signs of living beings.- 

 

-There are a total of 291 life signals in the Spaceship range.- 

 

Rean narrowed his eyes. "Is any of these Life Signals older than a year?" Considering the number given, 

Rean thought that these signals were just the experts who entered the Spaceship with them. 

 

-290 life signals are newer than a year. One life signal is older than a year.- 

 

That obviously caught everyone's attention. "System, identify the life signal older than a year." 

 

-Processing...- 

 

-Error: Database Compromised. The Identification Number cannot be found.- 

 

"Shit!" Rean didn't quite like it. Still, he quickly changed the question. "System, where is the Life Signal at 

the moment? What are its conditions?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 

-The Life Signal is located inside the Cryogenic Chamber in Sector 120A, Cryogenic Pod number 401349X. 

Warning: The Cryogenic Chamber is highly damaged. Most of its functions are deactivated. The Life 

Signal's condition is critical.- 

 

Rean sighed in relief. "Is that so? That makes things easier." 

 

Roan knew what Rean was worried about. "You thought this person or whatever is in the Cryogenic 

Chamber was responsible for the Fragment ending up in this Spaceship, right?" 

 



Rean nodded. "Indeed. If it was, that also meant it had a much higher authority level. What if this guy 

decided to order the ship to kill everyone inside? We would be dead for sure. However, it seems like this 

person or whatever is not in a condition to do anything. Who knows? Perhaps this person has been in 

this Cryogenic Pod for as long as everyone evacuated this Spaceship." 

 

Luan couldn't help but ask. "The system also said it is in critical condition. Should we go there and take a 

look?" 

 

Rean and Roan went silent for a moment. They were definitely curious about this being. But it was also a 

risky thing. As long as it had a higher clearance than them, it most likely could order their death from the 

system. However, there is also the fact that the twins had no idea where the Universe Foundation 

Fragment was located at the moment. Perhaps this person or whatever it is... anyway, it might be able 

to help them find the fragment. 

 

"Well, let's ask the system first." Rean decided in the end. "System, can you detect a Universe 

Foundation Fragment?" 
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Chapter 2140: The Spaceship 

-Invalid Request: The system's available database does not contain any information about an item called 

Universe Foundation Fragment. Due to the damage and destruction of some of the ship's databases, it is 

possible that the desired information was lost within them.- 

 

Even if you talk in a Universe Scale of Things, how many Universes experienced damage to their 

foundations? And if they did, were there any remaining fragments? It is logical that the system lacks 

information about Universe Foundation Fragments. 

 

"I see..." Rean pondered for a moment before rephrasing his question. "It has been an extensive period 

of time. However, I believe a highly powerful item has fallen inside this ship and become lodged 

somewhere. Its primary characteristic is an immense output of Dark and Light Elements, which are 

virtually boundless. Can you identify any item with these characteristics that were not originally part of 

the Spaceship?" 

 

-Searching...- 

 



-Error: The user does not possess the necessary authority level to access this information.- 

 

Rean, Roan, and Luan were taken aback. "Even a Sector Clearance Manager cannot request this?" 

 

"Well, this is just a simple sector. Furthermore, this sector's primary responsibility is providing water to 

the surrounding sectors," Rean considered. "It makes sense that even the Clearance Manager does not 

possess extensive access." 

 

Roan nodded. "Especially considering that Dark and Light Elements are directly linked to the ship's 

essential functions, such as weaponry, propulsion, defense, and more. Such crucial information must be 

kept away from those who are not involved in their utilization." 

 

Luan had an idea. "Uncle Rean only obtained the position of this sector's Clearance Manager because 

there was no one else left here. In that case, what if we go to one of the most significant sectors of the 

ship, like the ship's control room, for instance? Since that place is likely to be abandoned, wouldn't 

Uncle Rean's Clearance Manager status be upgraded to a more influential position?" 

 

Rean and Roan had to admit it was an excellent idea. "Seems like we have a plan. System, can the 

protocols used to grant me the Sector Clearance Manager position be applied to the ship's control 

room?" 

 

-User must specify which control room.- 

 

Merely referring to it as a control room was too general. "What was it called... Ah, right! The bridge. I'm 

referring to the bridge." 

 

-That is not possible,- the system promptly replied. -The Bridge follows a different algorithm that 

prevents unauthorized individuals from obtaining high-ranking positions. To be granted such authority in 

this Spaceship, the user must be recognized by the Lingan Universal Army and hold the position of First 

Sergeant or higher.- 

 

Indeed, being in charge of a simple water supply and assuming command of an entire Spaceship were 

two entirely different matters. "Being recognized by the army and attaining at least the rank of First 



Sergeant..." Rean glanced at Roan and Luan. "To be honest, I have no idea about the various positions 

within the army." 

 

"That is irrelevant," Roan dismissed the matter. "Instead, we need to determine if it is possible to obtain 

such a position here on this ship. System, can any of us become a First Sergeant on this ship?" 

 

-Yes. In exceptional cases, the Sergeant Major or a higher-ranking officer can assign a noncombatant 

individual a pseudo-First Sergeant Position. This position will be revoked within a year, regardless of 

circumstances, unless an extension is granted. However, the extension cannot be provided by the same 

officer and must be approved by the Lingan Universal Army's high-ranking officials.- 

 

Roan shook his head. Obviously, they had no way of acquiring such a position here since there was no 

one left. "Forget it." 

 

Rean understood that taking control of the Spaceship was out of the question. "System, does my 4B 

Clearance Level grant me access to all sectors of the ship?" 

 

-No,- the system responded. -Users with a 4B Clearance Level can only access sectors with equivalent 

clearance levels.- 

 

"What types of sectors are designated with a 4B access level?" Rean inquired immediately. 

 

-Minor Life-Support and lower-level sectors within the eleventh Region of the Spaceship.- 

 

"Spaceship's Region?" Another piece of information emerged, prompting them to seek further 

clarification. "Could you provide a detailed explanation of the Spaceship's Regions?" 

 

-The Dimensional Yin Yang Spaceship consists of a total of twelve regions, designed to prevent an 

individual with control over one region from causing disruption in the others. The Command Center 

Region is the only region with authority to influence the others.- 

 



Roan nodded approvingly. "This prevents potential traitors from sabotaging the entire Spaceship. At 

most, they would be limited to their own region. For instance, the Dimensional Thrusters are likely 

located in two or three regions rather than a single one." 

 

-The user is correct. The Dimensional Thrusters at the rear of the ship are situated in regions ten, eleven, 

and twelve.- 

 

"What is the highest position within a region other than the Command Center?" Rean asked. 

 

-The highest position is the Region Manager.- 

 

Rean shrugged. "Let me guess, it is also not feasible for my 4B clearance to be upgraded to a Region 

Manager's position unless it is an exceptional circumstance like the bridge that you mentioned before." 

 

-The user is correct. The Eleventh Region houses one-third of the Dimensional Thrusters. The Eleventh 

Region Manager must hold the rank of Sergeant or higher.- 

 

"So many regulations..." Luan sighed in frustration. 

 

Roan, however, shook his head. "Considering Rean's Clearance was already upgraded like this, it was 

already a miracle. If all sectors functioned in the same manner, it would be a highly flawed organization. 

The possibility arose because this sector holds little importance to the overall ship." 

 

"What should we do then?" Luan asked. "The Soul Gem System cannot locate the Universe Fragment. 

This ship is not only as vast as a small continent in the Realm of Gods but also comprises numerous 

floors. In a sense, it may be even larger than the immense continents." 

 

Roan narrowed his eyes, contemplating the Cryogenic Chamber. "Seems like we need a guide..." 


